Happy Easter!

I have come and hidden clues all over your home!
Your job is to go from clue to clue, and find the surprise at the end for you!

Love,
The Easter Bunny xoxo

Go to the place where you rest your head,
Look for something around your bed!

Hungry bunnies need to eat,
In the living room, look for some treats!

In the room where you have a bath,
Find some eggs to do “bunny math!”
When floors are dirty, we go to this room.
Look for a surprise near the vacuum.

In the room where we get our clothes clean,
Find the biggest egg you’ve ever seen!

Now we’re going to go for a walk,
Put on your shoes to find some new chalk!

Go to the place where birds get clean,
And you will find a special machine!

Circle the car, look behind the wheels,
To find an Easter Bunny’s meal!

April rain brings May flowers,
Where can you go if you get caught in a shower?
For even more treats, look all around.
You’ll also find the next clue on the ground!

You now need to cross the land,
To dig up a clue from a place with sand!

You’ve come to the end of the hunt. I hope you had lots of fun! Give big hugs to your family, and Happy Easter to everyone!

Love,

The Easter Bunny xoxo